DIGITAL DIRECTIONS

Original Scan

New background blended into image using new reversed
mask image.

MAGIC MASKING
Jack & Sue Drafahl

Photo editing software

IMAGE MANIPULATION with

was set high, then a broad base of pixels

has gone through an

software is now as common as dodging

in various brightness levels and color val-

impressive evolution.

and burning in the darkroom, and the new

ues were selected.

software tools make the process easier—

The problem was determining the value

Initially, the concept of

and fun! The results are now more pol-

that selected just the right amount of pix-

ished, and the public is familiar with the

els. Those who finally figured out the tool

basic tools, and what they do.

realized that you initially select a small

digitally editing photos
was not accepted by most
labs. People felt that it was
okay to dodge and burn

The first of the older generation of image

area, and then gradually add more.

editing tools was called the magic wand. It

Thankfully, newer editing programs

was a great idea, but unfortunately, most

have added some magic tools to make

image editors got frustrated using it.

photo masking a dream. Proper use of

or manipulate photos in

The concept was simple. You touch an

these tools will help improve the quality of

area with the mouse pointer, and the tool

your image editing and drastically reduce

the darkroom, but doing

would select all adjoining pixels of similar

your work time. Although we can't show

color values up to a certain preselected

you all of them, the following is a sam-

it in the daylight was

numerical value. If the value was set low,

pling of the ones we found to best repre-

unheard of.

the tool would select only those pixels

sent these new smart editing tools.

close in value to the selection. If the value
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Magnetic lasso in use (Photoshop 5)

Color selection tool in use (Corel Paint 9)

KEEP eyedropper used to select the lip color (Mask Pro)

DROP eyedropper used to select the lip color (Mask Pro)
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Magic brush used to create mask near face and shiri (Mask Pro)

Magic brush in use, and close-up of eyebrow editing (Mask Pro)
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Magic brush in use along
elbow (Mask Pro)

Magic brush in use along
bubble (Mask Pro)
Overall view of magic \
brush in use (Mask Pro)
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Finished mask
using magic brush.
Additional fine
tuning was done
to inside of bubble.
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Magnetic Lasso—Photoshop

through these areas. With the magic
wand, changes would have to be made

This tool is a variation of the lasso tool

each time you added a selection.

You can also expand this tool to include
different levels of hue, brightness, sat-

found in the selection tool box. The original lasso tool was used to manually trace

colors or variations of colors as you want.

uration, and white to black levels for each
Color Mask - Corel Paint 9

color selected. For example, you could

around a specific object. You had to have

select three variations of green, a red tone,
and single yellow hue.

the image zoomed at extreme magnifica-

This tool collects colors to be selected

tion so that the mask would be accurate. It

with an eyedropper tool before you make

The list of colors and variations are dis-

was very time-consuming because there

a final selection. You can add as many

played before you make the actual selec-

were hundreds of detailed edges to follow.
The magnetic lasso makes it easier,
because as you trace along an edge the
tool automatically senses a contrast or
color different and pulls the line to that
edge. You simply have to drag your
mouse over the edge you want to select
and the magic lasso automatically makes
the selection for you.
Several controls help you fine-tune the
magnetic lasso to handle specific problems.
The width of the lasso determines the
size of tool that traces over the object. The
larger the lasso, the more area that the tool
will search looking for an edge. The frequency control determines how often the
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WAS SO
IMPRESSED WITH
THE SAUNDERS/LPL
THAT I BOUGHT
SIX OF THEM "
Bruce Bambaum,

tool will anchor selection points as you

World-renowned photographer,
printer, and instructor

drag the mouse along.
The contrast control determines the
level of contrast to be selected. A high
number looks for high levels of contrast
while a lower number looks for low contrast levels.
The end result is that as you drag your
mouse along an edge, the tool automatically anchors points along the selected
area. If the selection wanders into an area
you don't want, you can use the delete
key to back up anchor points until you
have removed the incorrect selection. You
can then manually anchor a few points
through the difficult area with the left
mouse button, and then let the auto feature take over once you have passed the
problem area.
The advantage of the magnetic lasso

Whether you need six enlargers (like Bruce),
or dozens (like the Rochester Institute of
Technology), or just one (like most folks),
make it a Saunders/LPL.
Top photographers, pro labs and leading photo
schools select Saunders/LPL enlargers for their
solid construction, incomparable precision, and
long-term durability. There's a Saunders/LPL
enlarger for every application-from black and
white, to variable contrast, to color-in formats up
to 4x5", all backed by the only 5-year warranty
in the business.

Enlarger (Shown with
Saunders WRACK'"
Eastl, sold separately).

Send for our brochure and find out more about
why the most discriminating darkroom
professionals choose
SAUNDERS/LPL

over the magic wand is that it concentrates on a very small area as you drag the
mouse. You may start with light blue tones
against red, and then move to green
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The Trffen Company • 21 Jet View Drive, Rochester, NY 14624
FAX: (800) 394-3686 • www.trffen.com • wwwiaundersphoto.com

against black. No changes have to be
made to the magnetic lasso as you move
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Creating mask
using magnetic
lasso (Photoshop)

STATIC
PROBLEMS?
Using Magic brush
to create mask
around lighthouse

Don't let static
related problems
such as lint and
dust turn your
photofinishing

into a hair raising
experience. Those
little white dots,
specks and
squiggles can ruin
a beautiful print.

images using
magic brush and
blend

NOSTAT-X PLUS

improves quality,
saves you time
and saves you
materials.
We'll help you let
your hair down...
call us today!
CAYPIN
INDUSTRIES, II
800-348-1771
219-432-1515
FAX:

tion. If you try the selection and want to

will be able to do some incredible mask-

modify the results, no problem. Simply undo

ing. The magic brush has four control

the selection, go back to the color mask

palettes that determine how it will make a

menu which stores the entered data, and

selection. These palettes float on top of the

update it before you try the selection again.

edited image and can be moved out of the
way as you are editing.

Magic Brush - Mask Pro

The Keep eyedropper palette allows you
to select colors you would like to include

This third-party Photoshop plug-in tool

in the mask and the Drop palette selects

is very complex. It will take a little time to

those that you don't. The Brush palette

learn how to use, but when you do you

controls the size of the brush and just how
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soft or hard the edge of the brush will be.

of the digital editing process. Your degree

For further information contact:

The Threshold palette is used to set the

of expertise in this area generally deter-

Adobe Photoshop; www.adobe.com

level of similar pixels for a specific color.

mines the quality level of your digital lab.

Corel Paint 9; www.corel.com

The best way to use the magic brush is to

If your clients can't tell where an image

Extensis Mask Pro; www.extensis.com

select your keep and drop colors in a small

mask starts and where it ends, then you've

area and mask that area. When you move

got magic in your masking techniques.

into another area with different colors, sim-

Jack and Sue Drafahl are freelance writers
and professional photographers based outside Portland, Ore.

ply reset the eyedropper palettes and select
new colors. You will make mistakes along
the way, but you can use the restore mode,
or the standard brush in restore mode, to fix
any variations in the mask.
Since the magic brush is so complex, we
recommend that you start with an image
with few colors and plenty of contrast,
before moving to a complex image with
few tonal variations. Experiment with all the

Breakthroughs happen,

controls, especially the threshold palette.
Mask Pro also includes three other
magic tools that work with the four
palettes. They are not used as much as the
magic brush, but still play an important
part in the mask pro program. The magic
fill removes holes in a mask or specks outside the mask. The magic lasso is very
much like the one in the Photoshop toolbox. The magic pen works much like the
magnetic lasso except it has more control
over selected colors.

Photoshop Select Functions
There are several additional functions
under the Photoshop select pulldown menu
to help improve the quality of your masks.
Most of these functions are used in a post
processing capacity, and refine how the
mask edges blend with the adjoining areas.
If the edge of your mask is very ragged,
you can use varying levels of the smooth
function to level out the edges. You can
also improve the blend of the mask edge

make sure they happen to you.

using the border tool or the median filter
to soften the blend.
You can expand the mask selection
using the grow and expand functions, or
shrink the selection with the contract function. Most of these functions are pretty
straight-forward in their use, but we still
recommend experimenting with a test image to see their effects.

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGING SYSTEM
Chromira's breakthrough innovations make state-of-ttie-art image
quality and productivity amazingly affordable. And ZBE's proprietary
LED technology brings unprecedented reliability.
Send us your favorite digital image file and see Chromira quality for
yourself. To team more, call for a Chromira information package.

Image masking is a very important part
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ZBE Incorporated
Santa Barbara. California

805685-2348
email: info@zbe com

www.zbe.com

